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In 1980, only one in 16 households invested in mutual funds; at the 
end of 2003, almost one of every two U.S. households is invested in 
mutual funds. More than a third of mutual fund assets are owned in 
accounts saving for retirement. 

—Investment Company Institute’s 
2004 Mutual Fund Fact Book1

Mutual Funds— 
Big Business by Any Standard
Open any issue of the Wall Street Journal, or the business sec-
tion of any major newspaper, and you will fi nd several pages 
of densely packed print labeled “Mutual Funds.” These pages 
may list the names, prices, yields, and other key attributes of 
over 8,000 funds, each representing an investment pool in 
which individuals or institutions can participate. At the end of 
2003, there were more of these funds than there were common 
stocks on the New York or American Stock exchanges. Col-
lectively, these 8,000 or so funds represented over $7.4 trillion 
dollars of assets, about 18 percent of the total fi nancial assets 
of the U.S. population. At the start of 2004, 22 percent of U.S. 
retirement funds were invested in mutual funds.2 

These funds give more than 90 million people the oppor-
tunity to participate in the securities markets without having to 
become money managers themselves. They are professionally 
managed, pooled investment vehicles. A mutual fund allows 
individuals (you, me, anyone with some money to invest) and 
institutions (corporations, foundations, pension funds) to pool 
smaller amounts of money into a larger amount for investment. 
Investment management professionals then manage this larger 
amount to allow 

• investment strategies that would not otherwise be feasible 
(such as buying bonds that only sell in very large denomi-
nations);
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Mutual Fund Industry Handbook2

• achieving economies of scale (such as paying low broker commissions) 
that are not attainable when investing smaller sums; and 

• reduction of risk by holding a diversifi ed basket of securities. 

As we will see below, mutual funds offer the investor a number of signifi -
cant advantages compared to investing in individual securities.

Because of these advantages, mutual funds have gained an increasing 
share of the nation’s fi nancial assets. During 2003, mutual funds received 26 
percent of households’ purchases of fi nancial assets—that is, households put 
this money into mutual funds rather than bank savings, individual stocks, or 
other investments. These mutual funds purchases went into long-term funds. 
At the end of 2003, mutual funds reached their highest level of household 
fi nancial assets at 18 percent, increasing from 10 percent ten years earlier. 
During these ten years, there was a securities markets boom in the late 1990s, 
and then a securities markets decline in 2001 and 2002. During 2003, the total 
assets invested in mutual funds grew from $6.4 to $7.4 trillion. The increase in 
mutual fund assets in 2003 rose from investment gains rather than cash fl ows 
because cash fl ows into long-term funds offset the cash fl ows from money 
market funds. Investment gains are dividends that shareholders reinvested 
in the funds, and the increase in value of the stocks, bonds, and other securi-
ties the funds held. 

To a large extent, the mutual fund industry is an American phenomenon. 
While mutual funds or similar investment vehicles exist in other countries, 
they are nowhere so popular as in the United States, although in recent years 
more worldwide investors are using funds as their investment of choice. At 
the end of 2003, the U.S. assets invested in mutual funds represented 57 per-
cent of the worldwide total of open-end, pooled investment funds of nearly 
$14 trillion. France has the next largest mutual fund industry after the United 
States, with funds holding the equivalent of more than $1.1 trillion assets. 
Although the U.S. industry continues to have outstanding growth, increasing 
assets 34 percent between 1999 and 2003, worldwide total net assets grew 49 
percent during the same fi ve years. During the ten years from 1994 to 2003, 
the U.S industry’s growth was 258 percent and the worldwide total net assets 
grew 236 percent.

The mutual fund industry is a signifi cant component of the U.S. fi nancial 
services sector and receives signifi cant attention from the U.S Congress, fed-
eral regulators, and states who want to protect the interests of U.S. households 
and their retirement savings. At the end of 2003, approximately $2.7 trillion 
of retirement savings were invested in mutual funds, representing 22 percent 
of retirement assets—excluding social security benefi ts that Americans will 
need in the future to pay for their retirements. In 2003, it was estimated that 
the 8,000 funds generated over $80 billion in revenue and provided employ-
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Introduction to the Industry 3

ment for over a quarter of a million people, with fund management compa-
nies, investment advisers, custodial banks, distributors, transfer agents, and 
other third-party service providers. Collectively, U.S. mutual funds owned 
about 22 percent of the equity of publicly held U.S. corporations, about 5.1 
percent of the debt securities issued by the U.S. Treasury and various federal 
agencies, and about 18 percent of the bonds issued by municipalities (states, 
cities, and counties). In the past few years, authors have penned over 100 
books advising investors how to use mutual funds to help them meet their 
fi nancial goals. A number of universities have recently established courses in 
mutual fund management.

Mutual Fund Defi ned
Before going any further, a few defi nitions are needed. All the funds listed in 
the “Mutual Funds” section of the newspaper fall into one particular category: 
they are open-end funds. Open-end funds are ones that will always sell new 
shares to investors wanting to invest money, or redeem shares from inves-
tors wanting their money back, at a price dependent on the net asset value 
(NAV) of the fund. (Well, almost always—there are exceptions, which we will 
describe as we go along.) In addition, each fund in the paper is registered with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) pursuant to the Securities 
Act of 1933, and, therefore, is available for sale to the public. By and large, 
when someone says “mutual fund” in the United States today, this is what he 
or she is talking about—a registered open-end investment company.

This book focuses on open-end funds. There are other types of funds and 
pooled investment vehicles, described briefl y in the following paragraphs, but 
none approaches the stature of open-end funds in today’s economy. 

Closed-end funds were more popular than open-end funds during the early 
years of the industry. Closed-end funds do not purchase and redeem shares at 
a price dependent on NAV. Instead, they collect a pool of money, issue shares 
once to the investors in exchange for their money, and normally plan to nei-
ther issue nor redeem these initial shares thereafter. The shares of a closed-end 
fund trade on the secondary market (such as the New York Stock Exchange), 
just as the common stock of a corporation does. The market determines the 
share price one gets when buying or selling the shares, and this price may be 
different from the net asset value.

Today, closed-end funds have declined in popularity (for reasons discussed 
in the next chapter), to the point that their assets in 2004 represented just over 
three percent of those of open-end funds. We will not focus on closed-end 
funds in this book, except on occasion to contrast them with open-end funds. 

Unit investment trusts (UITs) resemble mutual funds, but the portfolio of 
securities of a UIT is fi xed at inception and not actively managed. The sponsor 
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of a UIT assembles a pool of money, purchases a basket of securities, and liq-
uidates securities only in special cases (such as when a bond is called earlier 
than its maturity date). UITs are set up with a specifi ed life span, after which 
they are liquidated, and many invest in debt securities. In general, holders of 
UIT shares purchase them to get a stable investment with a stated life span, 
although they usually can redeem their shares at any time at the current net 
asset value. At the end of 2003, Americans had UIT investments of less than 
$36 billion, a small fraction of the amount held in open end funds.

Variable annuities (VAs) are contracts sold by insurance companies, which 
are often backed up by mutual fund investments. The investor pays a lump 
sum or makes periodic payments; the insurance company invests this money 
in a portfolio of securities, often mutual funds. The value of this invested 
money goes up or down as the prices of the underlying securities rise or fall. 
After a specifi ed period of time, often when the purchaser reaches retirement 
age, the insurer starts paying the investor an annuity. The amount of these 
annuity payments (or, the lump sum amount the contract holder may elect to 
take) varies according to the performance of the underlying securities.

The insurance contract allows the investor to defer the tax on the income 
earned from the investment until the money is withdrawn. This feature of 
VAs appeals to investors looking for ways to invest for retirement. On the 
other hand, variable annuities come with a cost—sales charges, administrative 
charges, and the mutual fund’s expenses, or the costs required to manage the 
underlying investments when a mutual fund is not the investment of choice. 
The magnitude of these costs varies from one contract to another and from 
one insurance company to another. As of the end of 2003, Americans had 
about $866 billion invested in VAs3 for which the underlying securities were 
mutual funds.

Hedge funds, another type of pooled vehicle, differ from mutual funds 
mainly because they are not aimed at the general public, but rather at the 
sophisticated and large investor. Hedge funds are private pools bound by con-
tracts between the investors and the sponsors of the fund. In late 2004, the 
SEC, under the Investment Advisers Act, passed a new rule requiring hedge 
fund advisers to register. Typically, these funds require a minimum invest-
ment of $1 million or more, and typically pursue buy (long) and sell (short) 
investment strategies that may introduce more risk than do mutual funds that 
normally pursue only buy (long) strategies. 

Hedge funds represent just one variation on a much wider theme—the pri-
vate investment pool. Many investment management organizations will pool 
assets from among their clients to achieve economies of scale. For example, 
banks often create collective trust funds into which they put the individual 
assets of trust customers, instead of attempting to manage each trust account 
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Introduction to the Industry 5

separately. Insurance companies managing investments for other institutions 
(typically retirement plans), often do much the same thing. While these pools 
share some attributes with mutual funds, they are not offered to the general 
public, nor are they bound by the same regulations as are registered funds.

Private investment pools vary endlessly. At the small and simple end of 
the range lie the investment clubs (like the famous Beardstown Ladies). At the 
other end we fi nd such entities as limited partnerships, requiring investments 
of $1 million or more, formed to invest in arcane instruments or special eco-
nomic sectors (like Long Term Capital Management, a hedge fund). Each has 
its place in the U.S. fi nancial landscape, but none looms nearly so large in that 
landscape today as the mutual fund.

Who Invests in Funds, and Why

Who owns these trillions of dollars’ worth of mutual funds? Individual U.S. 
citizens own the lion’s share—77 percent at the end of 2003. Institutions of 
various sorts—bank trust departments, pension plans, corporations—own the 
remaining 23 percent. The Investment Company Institute (the ICI, described 
in Chapter 3) has published a profi le of the average mutual fund investor in 
2003, some of the attributes of which are shown in the following table. As the 
table suggests, the typical mutual fund investor is solidly entrenched in the 
American middle class.

The growth in mutual fund assets over the past 20 years has been par-
alleled by the growth in the number of investors. In 2003, more than one in 
three American households owned one or more mutual funds. So why do so 
many Americans keep a large part of their investments in the form of mutual 
funds? Different investors will have different reasons, but the compelling 
ones include professional management, easy diversifi cation, liquidity, conve-
nience, a wide range of investment choices, and regulatory protection.

Professional management. Mutual funds provide access to professional 
investment management for individuals who otherwise could not afford it. 
Trust departments of banks and private investment counsel fi rms have long 
offered professional management, but the minimum threshold for these ser-
vices is typically $1 million or more in assets. Except in a few special cases, 
mutual funds require minimum investments in the $1,000 to $5,000 range, 
making them much more accessible.

Diversifi cation. In general, an investor reduces risk by investing in a larger num-
ber of securities, reducing the impact of a decline in value of any one of them. A 
mutual fund, with its large pool of assets, can economically hold a much larger 
portfolio of securities than any but the wealthiest individual investor could. 
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Funds can hold a wider range of security types than individuals as well. Individ-
ual securities of some types cost tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars each 
to purchase, putting them out of the reach of most individuals, but not of 
mutual funds. Individual citizens fi nd it diffi cult or impossible to purchase 
foreign securities, but can easily buy shares in mutual funds that hold foreign 
securities.

Liquidity. Mutual funds must determine a net asset value (NAV) every busi-
ness day, and redeem all shares offered for liquidation that day at that NAV. 
Shareholders are assured of being able to convert their holdings to cash 
whenever they want, through a well-defi ned and fair process (described in 
Chapter 7).

Convenience.  Mutual funds are easy to buy and sell, both directly from fund 
groups and through intermediaries such as brokers or fund supermarkets. They 
offer a wide range of attractive features for their shareholders, such as check 
writing, automatic purchase and redemption programs, and 24-hour access to 
information. 

Choice.  An investor today can fi nd a mutual fund to fi t any investment 
goal he or she may have, from conservative to aggressive. In later chapters, 
we will see some of the types of mutual funds that provide this wide range 
of choices.

Household Owners of Mutual Funds
Demographic and Financial Characteristics, 
2003

Demographic Characteristics

Median age 48

Percent of households:

Married or living with a partner 71

Employed full- or part-time 77

Retired 21

Four-year college degree or more 56

Financial Characteristics

Median household income $68,700

Median household fi nancial assets $125,000

Percent of households owning:

Individual stocks, bonds, or annuities 64

IRAs 69

Defi ned contribution plan 84

Source: Mutual Funds Shareholders, 2004, Investment Company 
Institute (www.ici.org)
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Regulation. U.S. mutual funds are subject to regulation and oversight by 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Each fund must provide 
each potential investor with a prospectus, a 
document that discloses its goals, fees and 
expenses, and investment strategies and risks. 
Funds must provide periodic reports showing 
the fund’s actual investment performance and 
fi nancial statements, including its statement 
of investments at a point in time. 

There’s No Free Lunch, However

Of course, the fl ip side of this coin is that 
investors pay for all these benefi ts. In 2003, 
they paid about two-thirds of one percent of 
the value of their fund assets for basic man-
agement services—investment management, 
administration, and the like.4 Some sharehold-
ers paid commissions to intermediaries as they 
purchased shares of the fund. Many funds 
paid commissions to brokers as they bought 
and sold securities, commissions that are paid from the shareholder’s assets. 
The specifi c amount any one shareholder paid depended on the fund (where 
fees range from about 20 one-hundredths of a percent to almost two percent of 
assets), and the distribution method (zero for funds that have no sales commis-
sions to several percent for some funds that do involve commissions).

These fee amounts have been a source of controversy for decades. Almost 
every year brings shareholder litigation against management companies over 
fees, and arguments back and forth between attackers and defenders of the 
industry. The courts have largely sided against plaintiffs in these excessive 
fee complaints, and certain econometric studies have concluded that competi-
tion has been effective in controlling fees and others argue otherwise. The ICI 
has published studies showing that increasing competition in the industry has 
driven fees down. Industry critics have claimed exactly the opposite. The U.S. 
General Accounting Offi ce studied the issue in 1999–2000 at congressional 
request, but failed to come to a conclusion about the propriety of fee levels. 
In late 2000, the SEC issued the report of its study of mutual fund fees and 
expenses. While it reached no strong conclusions about the appropriateness of 
fee levels, it did call for greater fee disclosure and tightening of certain fund 
governance provisions.

The battle rages on, and will surface in many subsequent chapters of this 
book. However, it is common sense that the lower a fund’s expenses the more 

Speaking of Costs: 
Basis Points

A basis point is one one-
hundredth of a percent 
(.0001). Since many fee 
and cost amounts are 
fractions of a percent, 
they are often described 
in terms of basis points. 
For example, the .35 of 
one percent of average 
assets that Charles 
Schwab charges funds to 
belong to its OneSource 
program is typically 
described as a “thirty-
fi ve basis points fee.”
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that is left as performance for investors. Likewise it can be argued that if a 
fund’s performance is outstanding, the investor should be willing to pay more 
for that performance. 

In any event, fee amounts obviously have not deterred the majority of 
American investors, who in recent years have poured money into mutual 
funds. In particular, they have turned to mutual funds as their preferred 
way of buying into the stock market. As Figure 1.1 shows, over the past 
15 years, U.S. households have become net buyers of mutual funds. 
In the early 2000s, the decline in the securities markets made net sell-
ing universally common for a time. Since 1999, funds have continued to 
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Figure 1.1   Household net purchases of mutual fund shares and fi nancial 
assets, 1990–2003.

Weighing in on Mutual Fund Fees—Some Comments from Industry Figures

Strategic Insight 
(a mutual fund industry 
research and consulting 
fi rm)

“As industry critics continue to call attention to mutual fund fees, an SI 
study calculates that fund managers receive advisory fee revenues of under 
$100 annually per average account… [this] leaves $30 or less in profi ts 
per average-fund account, net after expense and taxes; hardly an excessive 
amount.”5

Jack Dreyfus
(an industry pioneer)

“Unless you have made a study of the market and have time to continue 
to study it, and have confi dence in your judgment, it’s well worth a half a 
percent or one percent to put your money in the hands of professionals.”6

John Bogle 
(another pioneer)

“…enormous amounts of the expenses paid by fund shareholders are not 
benefi ting those very same shareholders. In effect, high fees are paying for 
huge profi ts to fund managers…”7

Source: 2004 Mutual Fund Fact Book, Investment Company Institute (www.ici.org)
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form a major component of U.S. households’ net purchases of fi nancial 
assets, although not in the dominating fashion that they did during the long 
bull market.

The Structure of a Mutual Fund
Mutual funds have shareholders, directors, assets (cash and securities) and 
contracts, and not much else. They differ signifi cantly from most business 
organizations in that they have neither employees nor plant and equipment. 
(The reasons for this will be explained in the next chapter.) Instead, each fund, 
as represented by its board of directors, contracts with other organizations to 
provide the functions it needs. Figure 1.2 shows the ICI’s depiction of the 
structure of a fund and its supporting organizations.

Board of directors.  Mutual funds are typically organized as corporations 
or trusts, and each fund has a board of directors or trustees to oversee the 
way the business operates and to ensure that corporate policies are followed. 
A fund’s board differs from the normal corporate board of directors in that 
the Investment Company Act of 1940 requires fund directors to look out for 
the investor. (The Act, which defi nes much of the regulatory environment for 
mutual funds, is discussed in detail in the next chapter.) Specifi cally, the board 
must oversee matters where the interests of the fund and its shareholders dif-
fer from the interests of its investment adviser or management company. To 
make this work, during 2004, the SEC amended its rules under the Invest-
ment Company Act of 1940 to require at least 75 percent of the board to be 
unaffi liated with the management company. In January 2004, SEC Chairman 
Donaldson speaking to fund directors at a Mutual Funds Directors Forum 
Conference, said,

To be truly effective, you must be forceful in requiring your funds and their 
service providers to establish new standards of integrity. Investors must be 

Shareholders

Board of Directors

Mutual Fund

Investment Advisor

Distributor

Custodian

Management Company

Transfer Agent

Independent Public Accountant

Figure 1.2   The structure of a mutual fund.

Source: 2004 Mutual Fund Fact Book, Investment Company Institute (www.ici.org)
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able to see for themselves that fund companies, and fund directors are liv-
ing up to their fi duciary obligations and the spirit underpinning all of our 
securities laws.8

Management company.  The management company typically performs the 
administrative functions at the core of a fund complex—a family of related 
funds, all contracting with the management company for some or all of the 
services they need. In addition to administration, a management company 
may provide investment management, distribution, and transfer agent func-
tions. The confi gurations of management companies—which functions they 
perform internally and which they turn over to third parties—vary endlessly. 
Management companies themselves can take any of the many organizational 
forms available to American businesses.

Throughout the course of our discussions we will see examples of man-
agement companies, the way they are organized, and the functions they per-
form. For most fund families, the management company performs at least the 
basic administrative services, including overseeing the performance of other 
companies providing service to the fund and ensuring that the fund complies 
with federal requirements. 

Investment adviser.  The investment adviser does the actual picking of securi-
ties to buy and sell to maintain an investment portfolio that meets the fund’s 
objectives. The fund contracts with one or more advisory fi rms to provide this 
service in return for an investment management fee, usually a percentage of 
the assets under management.

Distributor.  A mutual fund usually distributes its shares through a principal 
underwriter or distributor, which may be part of the management company, or 

Mutual Fund Management Companies—A Variety of Forms

•   Some management companies are private corporations, owned by a small group 
of individuals. The most striking example of this is Fidelity Management and 
Research, which is owned mostly by members of the Johnson family of Boston.

•   Some are subsidiaries or components of larger companies, such as Merrill Lynch 
Investment Managers, a subsidiary within the Merrill Lynch organization.

•   A number of managers companies are independent, publicly traded corporations, 
such as T. Rowe Price (NASDAQ: TROW) and Eaton Vance (NYSE: EV).

•   One management company is a singularity: The Vanguard Group, Inc. The Van-
guard funds themselves own the management company lock, stock, and barrel. 
This mutual ownership structure aims at keeping costs to the fund at a bare 
minimum by eliminating any need for the management company to make a profi t.
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may be a separately contracted third party. The principal distributor then sells 
the shares directly to investors, or to investors via other intermediaries, such as 
brokers or fi nancial advisers. Distributors receive commission payments from 
shareholders, either as part of transactions or in the form of asset-based fees.

Custodian.  The custodian actually holds the inventory of securities that the 
fund owns. The Investment Company Act of 1940 requires that funds place 
their holdings in custody as a means of protecting the investors, and most 
funds today use qualifi ed banks to do this. 

Transfer agent.  The transfer agent keeps the shareholder records, executes the 
buy, sell, and other transactions the shareholders request, calculates and dis-
burses dividends, and provides a range of reporting and other services. Many 
management companies provide complete transfer agent services themselves, 
others completely outsource these functions to third-party providers, and still 
others employ a mix—they perform some transfer agent functions internally 
and outsource others.

Independent auditors.  The various acts governing the industry require that 
fi nancial statements be audited by independent auditors who are registered 
with the Public Companies Accounting Oversight Board. A mutual fund audit 
involves procedures to substantiate the existence of the portfolio securities 
and the security prices that underlie the fund’s net asset value. The former 
Director of the SEC’s Division of Investment Management, Paul Roye, speak-
ing to fund directors in January 2004 at a Mutual Fund Directors Forum con-
ference, said that the independent auditors

can illuminate weaknesses in controls and identify issues that could result 
in risk for the fund. Auditors provide expert insight and, importantly, inde-
pendent insight on a variety of fund accounting and related issues, such as 
pricing and valuation issues. Thus, you should make sure that your executive 
sessions and other meetings with fund auditors are meaningful discussions 
and not perfunctory exercises.9 

There are a number of organizations that provide other, more special-
ized services for mutual funds—printing and mailing, literature fulfi llment, 
escheatment, cash handling, legal services, and so on. All of these organiza-
tions—what they do, how much they cost, how they evolved, and what issues 
and controversies attend them—form the subjects of the chapters that follow. 
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